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Memory for faces: Encoding
and retrieval operations
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The reliable finding that trait judgments of faces yield better recognition memory than do
feature judgments of faces is conceptualized as an encoding-specificity effect. Specifically, both
trait-judgment encodings of faces and face-recognition tests are argued to be holistic, involv
ing topographical information with between-feature processing. Consistent with the concept
that encoding and retrieval operations interact to produce retrieval success, it was expected
that a memory-for-face test using the Identi-kit (which requires reconstructions of the face at a
feature level of analysis) would show trait-encoding tasks to be inferior to feature-encoding
tasks. Eighty subjects were assigned randomly to judge a face on 10 trait dimensions (e.g.,
honesty-dishonesty) or on 10 feature dimensions (e.g., narrow nose-wide nose) and subsequently
attempted to recognize the target among five distractors or to reconstruct the face from an
Identi-kit. The significant interaction between encoding and retrieval operations indicated that
the face was best identified under trait-encoding conditions but best reconstructed under feature
encoding conditions. The match between trait encoding and recognition in yielding high mem
ory performance suggests strongly that trait judgments foster holistic processing of faces (i.e.,
interfeature topographical information is part of the context) and that the recognition of faces
also is holistic. Finally, the utility of the feature- vs, holistic-processing distinction is questioned,
and an alternative is proposed.

One of the most reliable findings in memory for hu
man faces is that trait judgments of a face yield better
subsequent recognition memory than do physical-feature
judgments (e.g., Baddeley, 1979; Bower & Karlin, 1974;
Mueller, Carlomusto, & Goldstein, 1978; Patterson &
Baddeley, 1977; Strnad & Mueller, 1977; Warrington &
Ackroyd, 1975; Winograd, 1976). The interpretation of
this effect has revolved around the levels-of-processing
framework (Craik & Lockhart, 1972), in which the trait
judgment-encoding task is thought to evoke a deeper,
more elaborate processing of the face than does the
feature-encoding task. Winograd (1981) suggested that
trait or similar judgments (e.g., judgments of occupa
tion) produce better memory for faces than do feature
judgments because the former increase the number of
features processed. Interestingly, trait-judgment-encod
ing instructions also produce better recognition memory
for faces than do instructions to the observer to try to
remember the face (Warrington & Ackroyd, 1975).

Although Winograd (1981) suggested that the critical
difference between trait- and feature-encoding opera
tions of faces rests with the number of features, espe
cially distinctive features, little progress has been made
in delineating the processes involved. Wesuggest that the
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critical difference rests not with the number of features
processed or their distinctiveness, but instead with the
match or mismatch between encoding operations and re
trieval operations.

In general, we advocate an encoding-specificity frame
work (as in Tulving & Thomson, 1973). Thus, retrieval is
successful to the extent that the cognitive processes
involved in encoding operations are similar to those
involved in retrieval operations. Encoding specificity
simply assumes that a witnessed event or episode can be
best retrieved by using retrieval cues that are like those
involved in the original episodic experience. Encoding
specificity has a broad potential for explaining context
reinstatement effects (e.g., Bekerian & Bowers, 1983;
Fisher & Craik, 1977), state-dependent learning (e.g.,
Bower, Montiero, & Gilligan, 1978), and successful recall
when recognition fails (e.g., Flexser & Tulving, 1978).

We propose that trait-judgment-encoding operations
with faces are dominated by holistic perceptual process
ing (see also Patterson & Baddeley, 1977). There is much
ambiguity in the literature regarding what is meant by
holistic processing of faces. What we mean by holistic
processing of faces is that there is topographical-type
information being processed that might include relational
cues among features as well as spatial-location cues.
Holistic processing of faces may involve more than sim
ple topographical information (e.g., symmetry /asym
metry judgments), but it is characterized by its intact
wholeness rather than its features in isolation. For ex
ample, if someone is asked to judge a face for honesty,
it is unlikely that cognitive operations will involve isola-
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tion of features (e.g., a mental comparison of honest
noses known in the past with the target nose). Instead,
cognitive operations would be at a level at which the
features are in holistic context (e.g., comparison of the
face as a whole with a personal prototype of honest or
dishonest faces). This is what is meant when we claim
that trait judgments of faces foster holistic perceptual
processes. By holistic we do not mean that a greater
number of features have been processed (as in Winograd,
1978). Instead, we mean that between-feature informa
tion is being processed and thereby becomes a retrieval
cue.

If holistic processing of faces is characterized by a
topographical analogy, wherein there are between
feature comparisons regarding relative size, distance, or
spatial location, then how is within-feature processing
characterized? Within-feature processing also could be
characterized in a topographical framework. Any given
feature of the face has topographical information (e.g.,
distance between nostrils, distance between eyes, sym
metry across lips) that aids feature retrieval. However,
by holistic processing we mean that there is processing
of interfeature topography rather than only intrafeature
topography. By feature processing we mean processing
of intrafeature topography only.

We propose that the recognition of faces, as a re
trieval task, favors holistic-encoding operations because
the relevant interfeature topographical cues to retrieval
are preserved in the recognition task. This is consistent
with previous speculation that face recognition is holis
tic rather than feature based (e.g., Baddeley, 1979; Ellis,
Shepherd, & Davies, 1975; Woodhead, Baddeley, &
Simmonds, 1979). We argue that it is the match between
encoding and retrieval operations that is responsible for
the superiority of trait encoding over feature encoding as
measured by recognition tasks.

The concepts of interfeature processing and intra
feature processing help clarify our conception of holis
tic versus feature processing, However, it raises the ques
tion of what constitutes a feature. For example, if per
ceivers process face shape, have they processed one fea
ture or have they processed multiple features (e.g., chin,
cheekbone, and hair line)? In our analysis, face shape is
a feature. We define a feature as an identifiable subset
of the overall stimulus in question. Although any given
feature could be construed as being composed of multi
ple features (e.g., an ear has lobes and other features),
this does not constitute a serious drawback for our con
ceptualization. The critical aspect of our conceptualiza
tion has to do with the extent of interfeature versus in
trafeature processing with respect to a given multifea
tured stimulus. Tasks that require cognitive operations
to be performed individually on one or more compo
nents of a complex stimulus involve less extensive inter
feature processing than do tasks requiring overall anal
yses of the complex stimulus. In our conceptualiza
tion, it is inappropriate to think of holistic versus feature
processing as a dichotomy; holistic processing simply is
a convenient term to characterize a relatively extensive

degree of interfeature processing. We will use the phrases
holistic processing and feature processing herein to refer
to the relative amounts of inter- and intrafeature pro
cessing wherein features are defined operationally in
terms of identifiable components (e.g., nose, eyes, chin,
hair, brows) of the complex stimulus (face).

A critical assumption in our conceptualization is that
holistic processing at encoding is not necessarily better
than feature processing at encoding in terms of subse
quent retrieval. The critical determinant of retrieval suc
cess depends on the extent to which the retrieval cues at
test are similar to those at encoding. Thus, a holistic en
coding of faces might not favor an intrafeature-based
retrieval task (e.g., the Identi-Kit) because the features
would be out of context. In this case, the holistic-encod
ing operations would not match the level of operations
at retrieval, namely, feature-based retrieval operations.
Importantly, previous studies of trait versus feature en
coding of faces have been restricted to full-face-recogni
tion tasks.

If our interpretation is correct, it could be argued
that a trait judgment of a face does not yield better
memory or a more endurable trace than does making
a physical-feature judgment of a face. Instead, the two
encoding tasks simply favor different kinds of retrieval.
In order to test this, we used a face-retrieval task that is
feature based, namely, the Identi-kit. The Identi-kit is
composed of a booklet that has separate facial features
(hair, eyes, nose, brows, chin, mouth) that can be chosen
by a person and put together with transparencies to
make a face.

We predicted that, as in previous studies, having peo
ple make trait judgments of a face would better facili
tate recognition accuracy than would having people make
physical-feature judgments. However, we predicted the
opposite for Identi-kit reconstruction accuracy: Namely,
physical-feature judgments would produce better recon
structions than would trait judgments.

METHOD

Subjects and Design
Participants were 80 undergraduate psychology students who

were meeting an introductory psychology course requirement.
The subjects were assigned randomly to one of four conditions
in a 2 (personality-trait judgment vs. physical-features judg
ment) x 2 (recognition test vs, reconstruction task) between
subjects factorial design.

Materials
All materials came from the Identi-kit package available

from Smith & Wesson; the kit consists of transparencies of fa
cial features (i.e., noses, eyes,) with numbered variations of each
feature. Specifically, there are 34 noses, 106 pairs of eyes, 177
hair styles, 9 types of moustaches, 37 lips, 26 chins, and 16
brows. The kit also consists of a booklet that contains numbered
photographs corresponding to each transparency in the box.
The stimulus shown to all subjects was a male face constructed
from the Identi-kit (see Figure 1). Foil faces, used for subjects
in the recognition conditions and in which the target face was
embedded, were also constructed from the Identi-kit. The foils'
similarity to the target was varied in pilot work to reach a level
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of task difficulty well below 100% but above chance. No foils
shared exact features among themselves or with the target face.

Procedwe
All participants were tested individually. They were all first

given a cover story, to wit, "we are interested in what informa
tion people get from examining other people's faces," which
was designed to be congruous with the subsequent task (i.e.,
personality-trait judgments or physical-features judgments)
while not alerting the subject to the fact that a memory test (i.e.,
recognition or reconstruction) would follow. All subjects studied
the stimulus face for 30 sec during which time they rated the
face according to their respective encoding task. Specifically,
half of the participants were required to rate the face for 10 per
sonality traits using a 7-point scale (i.e., to what extent does this
person appear honest-dishonest"), whereas the other half rated
the faces for 10 physical features (i.e., to what extent does this
person have a long-short nose?). The 10 traits were honesty, intelli
gence, aggressiveness, kindness, generosity, imaginativeness.
arrogance, friendliness, selfishness, and excitability, and the
10 physical-feature judgments were for eyes (close together-far
apart), eyes (narrow-wide), nose (long-short), nose (broad
narrow), lips (thin-full), brows (thin-thick), cheekbones (prom
inent-indistinctive), jawline (angular-rounded), face shape (long
short), and face (narrow-wide).

The subjects then proceeded to the second part of the exper
iment, in which half from each encoding condition were selected
randomly for testing in either the recognition condition or the
reconstruction condition. After rating the stimulus face, the
subjects in the recognition condition engaged in a IS-min filler
activity designed to mildly interfere with memory for the origi
nal face. This activity required the subjects to pair up eight pho
tographed faces (four male faces and four female faces) "on the
basis of whatever information they got from examining these
faces." Following this filler activity, the subjects were then pre
sented a lineup of six Identi-kit faces and were asked to "choose
the face that you were shown originally." The stimulus face was
always present, but its position among the five foil faces was
varied randomly. Following their choices, the subjects were
asked to indicate how certain they were that they had identi
fied the correct face on a scale of 1 (totally uncertain) to 7
(totally certain).

In the reconstruction condition, after the subjects rated the
face for either personality traits or physical features, they were
presented with the ldenti-kit and instructed to reconstruct the
face. The reconstruction phase consisted of the subjects' choos
ing from the booklet each feature that they thought best re
sembled that of the original while the experimenter extracted
the corresponding transparencies from the box, building the face
in the subjects' full view. The order in which subjects encoun
tered the features was determined largely by the Identi-kit book
let (hair, chin, eyes, lips, nose, brow, facial hair), although sub
jects were allowed to use any order and often skipped around.
There were no time constraints, and the subjects were allowed to
make as many changes as they wished until satisfied with the
reconstruction. After finishing their reconstruction, the subjects
were asked to examine the resultant face and to indicate how
satisfied they were with their reconstruction on a scale of 1
(totally dissatisfied) to 7 (totally satisfied).

Scoring of Data
The subjects in the recognition conditions were assigned a

score of either 1 or 0, depending on whether or not they ac
curately identified the target face. Identi-kit reconstructions
were scored in three ways by a separate sample of 80 subjects.
First, 40 subjects were each shown all 40 Identi-kit reconstruc
tions (Le., 20 reconstructions from the trait-encoding condition
and 20 from the feature-encoding condition) and were asked to
choose between that reconstruction and another reconstruction

(standard comparison) in terms of which better resembled the
target face. This measure of reconstruction quality hereafter is
called the standard-comparison measure. The standard-compari
son face, the original target face, and a typical reconstruction
from each encoding condition are shown in Figure 1.' These
judges were allowed to use any criterion they wished in terms
of what constituted a better "resemblance." Each reconstruc
tion thereby received a score from 0 to 40, depending on how
many of the judges thought it to be better than the standard in
terms of its resemblance to the original. Five random orders
were used for the 40 reconstructed faces.

Twenty other subjects scored each of the 40 reconstructed
faces on a 7-point scale with endpoints marked "does not re
semble the original" (1) and "closely resembles the original" (7).
These subjects were asked to "make an 'overall' judgment on
the basis of the entire face rather than specific features." Again,
there were five random orders used for the 40 faces. This mea
sure of reconstruction quality hereafter is referred to as the hol
istic rating measure.

Finally, 20 separate subjects judged each feature (hair, chin,
eyes, lips, nose, brow, facial hair) for each face in comparison
with the original on a 7-point scale (1 =closely resembles; 7 =
does not resemble). For this judgment task, the features were
presented separately (i.e., not as part of an intact face). Five
random orders of features were used. These judges had to judge
only 178 separate features, rather than 280, because some of the
7 features were chosen more than once across the 40 recon
structed faces. Each face was assigned a score representing the
mean rating of the 7 features. This measure of reconstruction
quality hereafter is referred to as the individual feature rating.
(A fourth scoring task was considered, wherein hits on exact fea
tures were scored. The frequency of exact hits on features was
too low, however, to make it a sensitive measure. There were
only four exact hits in the feature-encoding condition and two
in the trait-encoding condition.)

RESULTS

The results on the recognition measure yielded a sig
nificant effect for encoding condition, wherein trait en
coding was superior to feature encoding (55% accuracy
vs. 25% accuracy, respectively, Z = 2.03, p < .05). The
three methods of scoring reconstructions were analyzed
separately. The first method, comparing the reconstruc
tion with the standard comparison in terms of which
better resembled the original, yielded a significant effect
favoring feature encoding (m = 19.2 for trait encoding,
m = 28.6 for feature encoding, Z = 2.4, P < .05). A face
from the feature-encoding condition and a face from the
trait-encoding condition that yielded scores closest to
their respective condition (on the standard-comparison
measure) are shown in Figure 1. The second method, rat
ing the reconstructions on a 7-point scale for "overall"
resemblance rather than features, yielded a marginallysig
nificant effect favoring feature encoding (m = 1.6 for
trait encoding, m = 2.3 for feature encoding, Z = 1.9,
p < .06). The third method, rating the individual fea
tures on a 7-point scale, yielded significant differences
favoring the feature-encoding condition (m = 1.3 for
trait-encoding, m = 22 for feature encoding, Z = 2.0,
P < .05).

There were no main effect or interaction differences
between trait and feature conditions in terms of the sub-
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Figure 1. Target face, standard comparison face, and representative reconstructions from
feature- and trait-encocting conditions.
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jects' mean certainty in their identification or satisfac
tion in reconstruction. However, a point-biserial corre
lation between the subjects' certainty in their identifi
cation and accuracy of identifications was positive and
significant in the feature-encoding condition (r = + .43,
P < .05) and nonsignificant in the trait-encoding condi
tion (r = - .04, n.s.). The reverse of this pattern held for
the correlation between subjects' satisfaction ratings and
the quality of reconstruction scores for each of the mea
sures of reconstruction quality. The correlations were
+.03, -.13, +.11 (ps > .05) for feature encoding using
the standard-comparison measure, the holistic-rating
measure, and the feature-rating method, respectively;
rs = +.41 and +.46, ps < .05 and +.26, n.s., for the trait
encoding conditions using the standard-comparison mea
sure, the holistic-rating measure, and the feature-rating
method, respectively.

Finally, the number of times that subjects in the re
construction conditions changed features during their
attempted reconstructions was compared in the two
encoding conditions. Trait-encoding subjects changed
more features (m = 3.25) than did feature-encoding sub
jects (m = 1.16), but the difference was not significant
(Z =1.3, p < .20).

DISCUSSION

Our conceptualization, based on an encoding-speci
ficity framework, predicted a crossover interaction
between encoding operations (trait judgments vs. feature
judgments of faces) and retrieval operations (full-face
recognition vs. feature-based recognition). The predicted
interaction was robust; trait judgments were significantly
better than feature judgments for full-face recognition,
but feature judgments were significantly better than trait
judgments for feature-based retrieval, using the Identi-kit.

These results have implications for the interpretation
usually offered for the superiority of trait- over feature
encoding operations for face recognition. Specifically,
researchers have argued that trait-judgment encoding
increases the number of distinctive features that are en
coded compared with that involved in a feature-judg
ment task (e .g., Bower & Karlin, 1972; Winograd, 1981;
Yarrney, 1979, pp. 141-142). If this were true, however,
trait-based encoding should have produced better feature
based reconstructions than did feature-based encoding;
the opposite result obtained.

Alternatively, it is possible that the number-of
features viewpoint can be maintained by invoking a con
ception of limited processing capacity (Kahneman,
1973). Specifically, it could be argued that trait encod
ers processed a greater number of features than did
feature encoders but that each feature was processed
less deeply (because of, e.g., temporal limits on overall
processing). This explanation is difficult to reconcile
with the fact that the retrieval task (Identi-kit) is ex
haustive. That is, the retrieval task involved all facial

features that characterized the stimulus face, thereby
disallowing any bias in the feature-retrieval task to
ward features chosen in the feature-encoding conditions.

The results of this experiment are relevant to the de
bate regarding how to characterize holistic processing of
faces and whether face recognition is holistic or feature
based (e.g., Baddeley, 1979; Ellis et al., 1975; Woodhead
et al., 1979). The current study suggests strongly that
face recognition is characterized best by a holistic rather
than by a feature-based process. The results of the cur
rent study also implicate holistic-encoding processes in
the task of making trait judgments of faces.

The current paradigm, in which the subject is re
quired either to recognize the target among distractors
or to reconstruct the target using the Identi-kit, has po
tential for addressing the strategies people use to process
faces under various conditions. Winograd (1976), for ex
ample, found that recognition accuracy following occu
pational judgments (e.g., "Does he look like a teacher?")
was indistinguishable from trait Judgments. This suggests
to us that occupational judgments of faces follows a hol
istic process. Bower and Karlin (1974) found that judg
ments of gender were inferior to trait judgments on recog
nition accuracy. Our conceptualization suggests that this
could be due to gender judgments' being feature based.

The current conceptualization also helps account for
why researchers have found that the superiority of trait
over feature-judgment tasks is not qualified by the per
ceiver's judgment (i.e., a "yes" or "no" response to a
question of whether the nose is large or the person is
friendly; see Winograd, 1976). According to the current
conceptualization, the nature of the memory trace for
faces is linked to perceptual processes (holistic vs, fea
ture) , which are not altered by the perceiver's resultant
judgment. .

An interesting ancillary fmding was obtained with re
gard to the certainty with which recognition judgments
were made and the satisfaction ratings that subjects gave
to their reconstructions. Specifically, trait-encoding sub
jects were as certain in their false recognitions as they
were in their accurate recognitions, whereas feature
encoding subjects were less certain in their false recogni
tions than they were in their accurate recognitions. This
finding, along with the fact that feature-encoding sub
jects performed more poorly than did trait-encoding
subjects on the full-face-recognition task, suggests that
feature encoders had additional information about the
face that was not well tapped by those in the full-face
recognition condition. Complementing the recognition
certainty finding is the reverse pattern that obtained
for reconstruction-satisfaction correlations. Specifically,
trait-encoding subjects reported greater satisfaction for
good reconstructions than they did for poorer recon
structions, whereas feature-encoding subjects were
equally satisfied with good versus poor reconstructions.
This finding, along with the fact that trait-encoding sub
jects performed more poorly than did feature-encoding
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subjects on the reconstruction task, suggest that trait
encoders had additional information about the face that
was not well tapped by the reconstruction task. Thus,
these results are consistent with our conceptualization
that the feature versus trait x full-face recognition versus
feature reconstruction interaction is due to a match/
mismatch of encoding and retrieval tasks.

We admit that our conceptualization has some of the
trappings of circularity. Specifically, we assume that ex
tensive interfeature (holistic) processing is operative in
making trait judgments of faces because the trait-encod
ing task aided whole-face recognition but not individual
feature recognition, whereas feature-based encoding had
the opposite effect. There is, however, no evidence re
garding the interfeature- versus intrafeature-processing
distinction independent of the encoding-retrieval interac
tion pattern obtained herein. Nevertheless, the concep
tualization had some heuristic value: It allowed predic
tions that were consistent with data outcomes, and these
predictions were not consistent with prior conceptions
(e.g., the notion that trait judgments simply increase
the number of distinctive features that are processed).

It is important to keep in mind that the Identi-kit
construction task is not a recall test. It is, instead, a task
that requires recognition of constituent features of the
face. What would have happened had we used verbal re
call of the faces for the memory test? Unlike the Identi
kit task, a verbal description is not strictly a feature-based
form of retrieval, since it is common in verbal face recall
to get global descriptors (e.g., "he looked mean"). How
ever, verbal face recall is also not clearly holistic, since it
is also common to get feature descriptors ("he had kind
of a big nose"). This analysis is consistent with Wolfskiel
and Brigham's (1983) recent fmding that a trait task did
not differ from a physical-judgment task on subjects'
verbal memory descriptions of a target face. We suggest
that this is because verbal recall of faces is not distinc
tively feature based or holistic based. Verbal descriptions
commonly involve both processes (e .g., "he had a large
nose and he looked mean").

The current conceptualization is relevant to fmdings
that the quality of a person's Identi-kit reconstruction of
a target face from memory is not related to the quality
of the person's verbal description of the target face (e.g.,
Laughery & Fowler, 1980) and that the quality of ver
bal descriptions of faces from memory does not relate to
the person's ability to identify a face (e.g., Goldstein,
Johnson, & Chance, 1979). Our conceptualization sug
gests that there is some orthogonality in the types of
retrieval cues involved in these face-memory tasks: Rec
ognition of faces favors interfeature retrieval cues; recon
struction of faces from features favors intrafeature cues;
verbal recall of faces favors neither inter- nor intrafea
ture cues.

We conceptualized the distinction between feature
and holistic processing of faces in terms of the extent of

intra- versus interfeature topographical processing. We
believe this is an improvement over prior, less explicit
accounts of the holistic versus feature distinction in the
literature on face processing. By defining what we meant
as feature versus holistic processing, the language of fea
ture versus holistic served our purposes. However, we
question whether the feature versus holistic distinction
might better be replaced by more explicit hypotheses of
what is being processed. In the generic case, any stimulus
(e.g., faces, scenes, words) can be construed as having
components (or features or units); the extent to which
intracomponent information (e.g., symmetry, shape)
rather than intercomponent information (e.g., distances
between components, relative sizes of components) is
processed has important implications for the representa
tion of encodings and the kinds of retrieval operations
that will be successful. A language of processing that
specifies components and uses an intracomponent versus
intercomponent distinction may prove more useful than
has the global holistic versus feature distinction.
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NOTE

1. The "typical" reconstructions in Figure I were selected on
the basis of their proximity to the mean for their respective en
coding conditions. The face reconstructed from the feature
encoding condition yielded 30 of 40 possible choices from the
judges (cell mean =28.6). The face reconstructed from the trait
encoding condition yielded 19 of a possible 40 choices (cell

mean =19.2).
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